The primary feature of any operational calculus is the extension of an algebra of numerically valued functions/(X), an algebra of operators/(yl) over a P-space, where A is a suitably restricted linear operator. In this paper the operator A is taken to be the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semigroup^) P(£) of linear bounded transformations over a P-space X. With this restriction on A, which is natural for the applications we have in mind, we are able to let the operators fiA) be unbounded.
The primary feature of any operational calculus is the extension of an algebra of numerically valued functions/(X), an algebra of operators/(yl) over a P-space, where A is a suitably restricted linear operator. In this paper the operator A is taken to be the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semigroup^) P(£) of linear bounded transformations over a P-space X. With this restriction on A, which is natural for the applications we have in mind, we are able to let the operators fiA) be unbounded.
If are bounded operators, and for many purposes it would be convenient to have a calculus in which the/(v4) is not restricted to be bounded. This paper describes one way of extending the Hille-Phillips calculus to this end. [See the reference in [2] for an alternate point of view due to L. Schwartz.] More explicitly, we describe a calculus in which the functions /(X) are ratios of Laplace transforms, and the operators fiA) are closed linear with dense domain.
We begin in §2, with a summary of some of the basic facts concerning semigroups of operators, including a brief description of the Hille-Phillips calculus. The extended calculus is described in §3. In §4 we take up spectral theory, the sine qua non of any operational calculus. §5 deals with semigroups of convolution operators. Thus, if ait), t>0, is a one-parameter family of
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(') For the relevant material on semigroup theory see Hille [l] . See also [l] for the literature on Operational Calculi.
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License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use countably additive set functions defined on the Borel sets of the half-line [0, oo), forming a semigroup under convolution in t, we obtain a new semigroup over X, if we set, using (1.1) S(t)x = j T(£)xdka(t), x G X. J o
The generation of such semigroups is of importance for instance in stochastic process theory. The relationship of the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup S(t) to that of /(£) is of primary interest here, and is a problem to which the extended calculus is particularly suited. Finally, in §6, we include an application of the calculus and indicate how it may be used to generate nonintegral powers of the infinitesimal generator of a semigroup.
2. Preliminaries. Let T(£), 0<£, be a one-parameter semigroup of linear bounded operators over a 5-space X, such that:
Then w+<*>, [see [l] for these and other properties that follow] and for every o*>0, we can find an M(a) < oo such that (2.1) ||rtt)|| g M(o-) Exp (w+ + «r){.
The infinitesimal generator A is defined by:
T(i)x -x Ax = limitand is a closed linear operator with dense domain. So is A" for every positive re. Indeed D(AX) =D" D(An) is dense in X. The spectrum of A, denoted cr[^4], is contained in the half plane ReXgw+.
Next let S(w) be the class of all countably additive set functions a defined on the bounded Borel sets of [0, oo), such that /» 00 ||rtt)||<ft|a| < oo o where \a\ is the variation of a. If the integral above is taken as the norm ||a|| of a, S(w) becomes a 5-space, indeed a B-algebra (commutative, with unit) if the product of two elements is defined as their convolution. This algebra was introauced by Phillips [3; 4] and is basic to our theory. We collect here only such properties of this algebra as we shall need, and refer A. V. BALAKRISHNAN [May the reader for more information to the papers cited. We denote by P(w) the closed subspace (also an ideal) of those elements which are absolutely continuous with respect to Lesbesgue measure. For use in spectral theory, we distinguish two classes of maximal ideals in S(w); the class U consisting of those maximal ideals which contain Liw), and the class W of the remaining maximal ideals. There is a 1:1 correspondence between the elements of W and the complex numbers X, Re X^w+, exemplified by the relation: The Hille-Phillips calculus. If for any a£5(w) we define /> 00 Ti£)xdia, xEX 0 then 0(a) is a linear bounded transformation over X, ||0(a)|| ^||a||, and 0 moreover defines a homomorphism from S(w) into EiX), the algebra of endomorphisms over X. Let (R be the second commutant of the set { F(£). £>0}. Then (R is a commutative P-algebra with unit and 0 takes S(w) into (R. Consequently, 0 induces a corresponding homomorphism on the maximal ideals of (R into those of Siw), and via the Gelfand theory, affords a means to study the spectral properties of the operators 0(a). Let W be the maximal ideals of (R which map into W, and U' those that map into U. Then for every m'<EiW there is thus a complex number X, ReX^w+, and 0(a)im') = *(X; a), aim') = X, and for m'GP', if «G7(w), 0(a) im') = 0.
Moreover:
The transformation (2.2) provides the basic construction of the HillePhillips calculus. Thus let S(£) be any strongly continuous semigroup [satisfying H (i) and (ii) ] over a possibly different P-space (although we shall continue to denote it by X). We say that .S(£) is majorized by F(£) if for every £>0, ||5tt)|| 1kM\\Tit)\\, M<*. 3. The extended calculus. The Hille-Phillips calculus, as we have seen, yields only bounded operators. The extension of this calculus to unbounded operators requires first that the function class/(X) be suitably enlarged. To do this we begin with the notion of a multiplier.
Let cp(\) be any Lesbesgue measurable function of X, ReX^w+. We associate with it an operator Cw with domain and range in P(w) as follows: / G DiCw) and Cwf = g if and only if (3.1) *>(X)*(X;/) = *(X;g), figGLiw).
That the operator is well-defined follows from the uniqueness theorem for Laplace transforms, since w+> -oo . Since <p(X) is a multiplier it is immediate that Cw is a closed linear operator with nonempty domain. Moreover, P(Cu>)
is an ideal in S(w):
Lemma 3. is that
Proof. See [5 ] if necessary.
Corollary. Let tpQi)~Cw-If pGp(Cw) iResolvent set of Cw), then there is an aGS(w) such that Rip.; Cw) = Ta, and
Proof. Since for every fGLiw)
[n -c*(X)]0(X; R(n; Cw)f) = c6(X;/)
it follows readily that (p -cc(X))-1 is a multiplier whose domain is Z(w). The theorem above thus applies and the corollary is immediate. We may note in passing that Lemma 3.1 characterizes the operators Cw in the sense that if any closed linear operator C with domain and range in .L(w) has the property C(££ */) = Ei * Cf for every £ > 0, for every/ in its domain, then there is a multiplier <p(X) such that <p(X)~C", = C
We know as yet no way of extending an arbitrary multiplier <p(X) to a corresponding operator <piA) over X. Fortunately, for the semigroup theoretic applications we have in mind, this generality is unnecessary. From this point on, we accordingly confine our study to those Cm with the property that DiCw) is dense in Z(w), and denote this class by 3Tt. We begin with two results which provide essentially the basis for the extension of the Hille-Phillips calculus.
We shall say that a sequence {an} G&(w) approximates the identity strongly (over L(w)) if for every fGL(w), ||a"*/-/||->0. Theorem 3.2. Let \an} be a sequence approximating the identity strongly over L(w). Then 9(an) approximates the identity strongly over X, i.e., ||0(a")x -x|| -»0, for every x£J.
Proof. A proof has been given by Phillips [3]. Here we give a different and self-contained proof, obtaining en route some results which we shall use later on again. We need two lemmas. [May Lemma 3.2. We can find a sequence {gn} GP(-<4£) such that (i) gn approximates the identity strongly over P(w) and 0(g") over X,
(ii) lk»||->Y> 1 =^7< °°-Proof. Let {/"} be a sequence of Levy stable densities [see [6] ] such that 4>(\;fn) = Exp -(-X)7«, 0 < f < 1, Re X g 0.
Let tr>w+ and set
Then clearly g"(-)G7(w), actually to P(^4"). Further for jt£X,
Since e_,r{|| F(£)x -x|| is a bounded continuous function, the first term goes to zero by the weak convergence property of the densities {/"}, and the second term obviously goes to zero. Hence 0(gn) approximates the identity strongly. In particular, we see that gn approximates the identity strongly over 7(w). To prove (ii), we note that lkn|| = f \\mtn)\\e-°»iiim In particular, we may choose the sequence {g"} defined by (3.2) in place of {hn}, and since ||gB||-*y, it follows that (ii) can be satisfied as well.
Corollary.
The intersection of two dense ideals in L(w) is dense.
Proof. Let {/"}, {g"} be sequences approximating the identity in two dense ideals Dx and D2 respectively.
Then the sequence {fn*gn} GDxr\D2 and approximates the identity as well. Hence DxC\D2 is dense in L(w).
Since by definition D(CW), for any <p(X)G3TC, tp(X)~Cw, is a dense ideal, it follows from the theorem and corollary just proved that we can find a sequence in D(Cm)C\D(AZ) approximating the identity strongly. We next show that the class 311 is an algebra. Theorem 3.4. Lettpx(X), <p2(X)G3TL If Hi, p2 are any two complex numbers, fx,<pi(X)+pi2ip2iX)Gy]^-The product <pi(X)(p2(X)G3TC also.
Proof. Let c£>i(X)~G, <p2(X)~C2 and <pi(X)(p2(X)~C3. Clearly picpi(X) +M2<p2(X) is a multiplier, and since its domain certainly includes /)(Ci)A/>(C2) which is dense by the corollary to Theorem 3.3, it belongs to 311. Let {gn}, {h"} be sequences approximating the identity in Did) and Did) respectively. Then the sequence {g"*A"} approximates the identity and belongs to Did) as well. Hence cpi(X)<p2(X)G3TC also.
Any multiplier cs(X)G3H is analytic in Re X<w+, continuous in ReXgw+. This follows readily from the fact that it has a dense domain. Moreover, the correspondence <p(X)~C" is 1:1 for any <p(X)G3TC. The class 311 certainly includes all polynomials in X. Actually, the polynomials belong to an important subclass of 3TC, namely the subclass of multipliers whose domains include DiA%). This subclass, which we shall denote by 3TCM, is easily verified to be a subalgebra of 3TC, since a multiplier GSTC* takes DiAZ) into itself. This is a proper subclass, however, as the following example shows. Let Thus defined, the operator Co is not necessarily linear or closed, but is readily extended to be so. We recall that an operator U (linear or not) is said to be closed if whenever x"GP(P), xn-*x and Px" converges, xGP(P) and Px = limit Px". An operator U is said to have a closed linear extension if there is an operator C which is closed, DiQZ)DiU) and Cx=Ux tor xGP(P)-In this case the smallest closed extension of U has an obvious definition, and we denote the latter by [U]c. respectively. To see then that y and z must be equal, we may use a sequence \hn} approximating the identity in DiCw). We have, using Lemma 3.1, (3.5) 8(hm)Coxn = 8iCV)hm)xn for every re, so that taking limits,
Similarly,
Hence 6(hm)y=6(hm)z, and using Theorem 3.2 and taking limits in m we get y=z. Hence Co can be extended to be closed by closing the graph of Co (see [l] for the notion of graph). More explicitly, we define an operator C with domain and range in X by:
x G DiC) if and only if there is a sequence {xn| in £>(Co), x" -> x, and (3. 6) Cox" converges; and
It is evident that C is closed since the graph of C is closed, and is indeed the smallest closed extension of C0. The latter property leads easily to (3.4). For, if xGD(C), we have by definition that Cx = limit CoX", x"->x. Now as in (3.7) Cx = limit 6(Cwhm)x = limit Cf)(hm)x.
If T is as in the hypothesis, we have first from Lemma 2.1 trivially that T commutes with 6(hm) for every m, and for xGD(C) therefore TCx = limit T8(Cwhm)x = limit 8(Cwhm)Tx = limit Co8(hm)Tx and since C is closed we obtain (3.4) TCx = CTx.
To show that C is linear, let x, yGD(C). Then we obtain <p(Aw) = Cw. Finally let <p(\) be any polynomial in X, say <p(X) = zZoakW, a"9*0. We shall now show that <p(A) = Zo akAk. We note first that for any x£X, using (2.4) and (2. Hence taking limits and noting that tp3iA) is closed:
Hence [<pi(yl)+<p2(v4)] can be extended to be closed. Further if xGP(<p3^4)), using (3.7) again <PziA)x = limit <psiA)eihn)x
Hence (3.9) follows. (3.10) can be established similarly.
We may note that if we define sum and product by (3.9) and (3.10) the class of operators <piA) for each A can be made into a commutative algebra which contains 0(S(w)) as a subalgebra. We can obtain a spectral theory for this algebra which parallels that for 0(S(w)) given by Hille [l] and Phillips [4]-4. Spectral theory. In this section we study the spectral properties of the operators tpiA). We begin with a result which has been proved in a special case by Phillips [3] by a different method. ^4] ). Now for m^W, m~X,
[P" + (7 -p)Riu; <piAw))]im) = T~y^.
p. -<p(X)
For m(E: U, Riu; <p(^4m))(m) =0, so that
[P" + (7 -n)R(n; *U"))](») = 1.
Hence [E0 + iy -u)Riu; tpiA J))] has an inverse in S(w), and it is readily verified that Rip; v(AJ))[Ea + (7 -n)RQt; <piAw))]~l is indeed Riy; <piAw)). By Theorem 4.1, 7G [<pG4)L proving (4.4).
We may note that (4.4) is not true in general. It is known for instance that (see [l] ) we can find a(E.&iw), <p(X)=c/>(X; a) for which (4.4) does not hold.
It would appear that it is possible to obtain results relating to the fine structure of the spectra of tpiA) similar to those in the Hille-Phillips calculus, but we shall not pursue this here.
5. Semigroups in S(w). In this section we study semigroups of convolution operators i.e., semigroups of elements in S(w) considered as operators over P(w). Let ait) be a one-parameter semigroup of elements in S(w) such that:
(ii) For any/G7(w), lk'W-zll-0, as <->0.
Let Sit) =0(a(/)). Then as Phillips [3] has shown, Sit) is a strongly continuous semigroup over X. The generation of such semigroups is of importance in several contexts, especially in stochastic process theory. The extended operational calculus we have been describing provides a natural setting for the study of these semigroups, and in particular, for determining the relationship of the infinitesimal generator of 5(/) to that of P(£). We begin with a basic result in this direction. Or, B=tp(A).
Given a one-parameter family of elements in S(w) it is of interest to determine conditions under which it forms a semigroup satisfying (F). We now state a simple sufficient criterion. Theorem 5.2. Let a(t), t>0, be a one-parameter family of elements in S(w) such that:
(i) c>(X; a(ti+h)) =<I>(X; a(ti))d>(X; a(h)), h, h>0.
(ii) <p(X; a(t))-*l, uniformly in each compact subset of Re Xgi»+, as t-*0.
(iii) ||a(*)||-*l, ast-*0. Then a(t) satisfies (F).
Since in the larger member of this inequality, ||a"||-»1, and
it follows that the second integral in (5.2) goes to zero also. The linear extension of the class of step functions h(-) being dense in L(w), the BanachSteinhaus theorem applies and shows that the sequence {«"} approximates the identity strongly.
Corollary. Let a(t) be as in the theorem with S(t) =6(a(t)). Then ||S(/)||-»1 also as t->0.
Proof. Since \\S(t)\\ g||a(/)||, it follows from (iii) that lim sup,<0 \\S(t)\\ gl.
On the other hand, the strong continuity implies that lim inft,0 ||»SW|| =1, or ||S«||->1.
We may note that condition (iii) is not necessary in order that a(t), be strongly continuous, as may be seen by taking a(t) =Et, choosing || /(£)|| discontinuous at the origin.
The 6. An application. We conclude with an application of the extended calculus to the problem of defining nonintegral powers of the infinitesimal generator of a semigroup. Hille [l, p. 276] has given a method of doing this for a bounded operator with a suitably restricted spectrum. The method to be presented here is different, and it is doubtful that Hille's construction can be carried over to unbounded operators.
For the purposes of this section we shall specialize T(£) and suppose in addition to (H) that ||7X£)||£~">_1# < oo. for some a0, 0 < cr0 < 1 i (v) w+ = 0.
Condition (Q) is satisfied for example if we take ||/(£)||=Log (e+i-) or, ||F($)||=(l+£)'forOgcr<cro.
While the definitions below will be given specifically for the semigroup /(£), it will be apparent that they will also apply to any strongly continuous semigroup majorized by /(£). In particular if w+<0, the considerations are simplified greatly. (See [5] .) Theorem 6.1. For X such that Re \-=0, let
where the principal value of the logarithm is taken ii.e., Log z is real for z positive), and f =tr+i8, noo=tr = n, for positive integral n. Then <p(X; f)G3TC iactually 3TC,,). Further, for f satisfying in addition a2 + 82 < 2cr
we have: (6. 2) %;^(i»;f))GIW, p9*vi\;t).
Proof. Let ct0^<t<1. Letting Cw~(pi\; $"), we shall show first that DiCw) DD(4»). For this we note first that P(l; Aw) £.L(w) and that *(X;J?(1; Aw)) = (1 -X)-1, Re X g 0.
Hence to show that P(C",)DP(4") it is obviously enough to show that there is an element h^Liw) such that (6. 3) <pi\; h) = (1 -X)"V(X; f). Now, by a direct computation (details may be found in [5] ) it can be shown that there is a function in Pi[0, oo) whose Laplace transform is given by the right side of (6.3) and further this function is 0(£_<r_1) as £->°o, so that it actually belongs to 7(w).
For f = 1 +iB, a direct evaluation similarly shows that there is an element gG7(w) such that <KX;g) = (1 -x)-V(X;f) so that P(C«,)DP(^4^,), or, <p(K; f)G9TCc» again. For other values of f, since f can by hypothesis always be expressed: f = M7 + i8, oo = 7 =S 1 it follows readily from Theorem 3.4 that <pi\; DG 9TCoo also.
To prove (6.2) next, it is enough to show that 4>(X) = [u -<pi\; f)]"1, Re X ^ 0 is the Laplace transform of an element in Liw). A direct estimation again verifies this to be the case. (Details may be found in [5] .) This proves the theorem.
We next define:
(6.4) {-A)t-9{A;t).
This we may term the "principal value" of (-A)1 corresponding to the principal determination of (-X)f taken in (6.1). It is clear that this definition interpolates the integral powers of (-A), and so of course will tp(A ; f) exp 2irik£
for integral values of k. Other properties of these powers follow. Further for a0 g f < 1, -(-Ay is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semigroup S(t; f), 0 <t, over X such that S(fA) = 0(/(/;f))
where the f(t; f) for each f is a semigroup in t of Lgvy stable densities GL(w). Moreover the semigroup S(t; f) is such that for f >cr0 /OO ||S(/;f)||rr-y/< oo, fory^o-o/t.
Proof. Properties (6.5) and (6.6) follow directly from Theorem 4.2. For « = 1, (6.7) follows from (6.2) and Theorem 4.2. For other values of re it follows thence from the known similar result for the spectrum of integral powers of a closed operator with nonempty resolvent set. Proceeding next to the semigroup generating properties, let *(X; f) = Exp -<p(X; f), <r0 g f < 1.
It is known (see [6] for instance) that for each such f, J 0
where /f(£) is a Levy stable density function. Further, an estimation (such as in [5] ) readily shows that 
